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Introduction

Starting in 2018, the uncertainty generated from the U.S.-China trade war had compelled two longtime rivals and the world’s second and third largest economies, China and Japan, to temporarily put aside their differences. To that end, they pursued a pragmatic “tactical détente” or “new start” in the relationship, emphasizing shared interests in trade, tourism, and diplomacy. Tokyo’s business-friendly associations and officials also pushed in this direction domestically. The result has been a nuanced hedging strategy toward Beijing that aims to derive economic benefit from the Chinese economy while protecting the nation from malign influence. Chinese leader Xi Jinping’s scheduled spring 2020 state visit to Japan (later postponed due to Covid-19) was a potential litmus test for producing a “fifth political document” defining the improving relationship. In line with China’s global propaganda aims, Beijing had aimed to use that document to further legitimize its global leadership and ambitious economic projects.1 Under Xi, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has embarked on a global influence campaign, including the ambitious Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), which seeks to fortify the CCP’s image more than disrupt global politics and place China among the world’s “great powers.” What can we make of China’s influence activities in Japan, a historic geopolitical rival?

This inductive project sought to understand how different democracies handled foreign influence activities. It does so by looking at the “demand” side or consumption of foreign influence rather than the “supply” side or production of foreign influence (as many other studies do). Additionally, a distinction should be made between the CCP, China as a country, and the Chinese nation. While the CCP claims to represent the Chinese people, the two entities should not be conflated. In this study, however, in order to examine the “demand” side of influence, the three terms are less sharply distinct, reflecting attitudes in Japan toward China in general. Japan’s resilience toward the CCP’s influence is wrapped in its comprehensive relationship with China.

The consensus of about 40 experts interviewed over a two-year period (2018-2019) for this project stated confidently—and even pridefully—that China’s influence in Japan remains limited compared with other democracies. “Influence,” as understood by experts in Japan, constitutes efforts by the Chinese government or government affiliated entities

to shape Japanese views and actions in the CCP's favor. This finding is consistent with recent reports by the Hoover Institution, Hudson Institute, Jamestown Foundation, and others. But this paper does something different. It attempts to answer why CCP influence is limited in Japan. This report will explore underlying factors, Japanese responses, and possible lessons for other countries wrestling with similar issues.

Unlike other wealthy democracies, Japan has generally resisted influence activities from China, its massive neighbor, due to liberal democratic virtues as well as deficits. They include strict campaign finance rules, regulations favoring domestic industry at the expense of foreigners, a homogenous population, a politically apathetic public, political stability, relative historic isolation from foreign influence, an “oligopolistic” media landscape, and popular suspicion toward China.

Anyone who travels to Japan knows that Chinese political influence in Japan is like air: it is everywhere yet nowhere in particular. As Koichi Nakano of Sophia University told us, “This is a hard topic because China’s influence is more subtle here compared to other places. China’s influence has been in Japan forever, so it’s not visible or not new. It’s not in your face . . . maybe it’s because China saw Japan as a steppingstone for development and now no longer needs it.” Chinese cultural influence in Japan is ubiquitous; it pervades the language, art, cuisine, literature, architecture, music, law, and philosophy.

After two millennia of intense China-Japan relations (documentation of the bilateral relationship dates back to the year 57AD), including wars, invasions, and rivalries, Japanese society is accustomed to living side-by-side with China yet not necessarily together, and the country has proved to be relatively impenetrable to Chinese political warfare. Moreover, China risks pushback from the Japanese public over its influence activities. The global reaction to China’s role in the Covid-19 crisis, attempted cover-up, and propaganda campaign to take credit and avoid blame suggests that such a backlash may increasingly become a global norm as global awareness of CCP meddling increases.

2. A close concept is “political warfare,” which American diplomat George Kennan defined in 1948 as “the employment of all the means at a nation’s command, short of war, to achieve its national objectives. Such operations are both overt and covert. They range from such overt actions as political alliances, economic measures, and ‘white’ propaganda to such covert operations as clandestine support of ‘friendly’ foreign elements, ‘black’ psychological warfare and even encouragement of underground resistance in hostile states.” From “269. Policy Planning Staff Memorandum,” U.S. State Department’s Office of the Historian, May 4, 1948, https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1945-50Intel/d269.


4. The author suggested this expression and found that interviewees in Japan agreed it was accurate.

5. The author learned about this expression on a 2014 research trip with Michael Ignatieff to Bosnia where the various ethnicities of the country used it to describe their fragile relationships. See Ignatieff’s book on the project, The Ordinary Virtues: Moral Order in a Divided World (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2017), 111.
1 | China’s Tactics to Influence Japan

Around the world, Chinese influence campaigns have sought to portray China as a legitimate global leader among the world’s great powers. When it comes to influencing Japan, China has aimed to foster a positive image in Japanese society, cultivate allies among the elite, and carve out access to Japanese business opportunities and investments (alongside access to technological know-how).

According to a recent German Marshall Fund report, tactics China routinely uses around the world include: weaponizing the Chinese economy (economic coercion), asserting narrative dominance (propaganda and disinformation), relying on elite intermediaries, instrumentalizing the Chinese diaspora, and embedding authoritarian control. Many of these tactics appear in its interactions with Japan. This paper explores both benign influence (public diplomacy) and malign influence (i.e., activities that fall under the “three Cs”: covert, coercive, and corrupt).

As for its goals, China would like recruit Japan to join Chinese global initiatives such as the BRI and Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), thereby adding to China’s legitimacy in the world. According to several experts, Japan’s main security concern is the possibility of Okinawa declaring independence, in part due to its grievances against Tokyo and Washington. China encourages this objective through diplomacy, disinformation, and investments in the northern part of the island near the U.S. bases. The two countries are among each other’s top trading partners, creating a codependent relationship, although both countries are less trade dependent (trade as a percentage of GDP) than the world average. Japan represents China’s third largest export market, and China is Japan’s largest export market, according to 2018 UNCTAD data. Hardline CCP officials have also...

---

used anti-Japan sentiment to discredit reformist movements and maintain power inside China, as such reformers often receive training in Japan. On a geopolitical level, some Chinese officials envision a Japan that distances itself from its alliance with the United States and may even support a permanent seat for Japan on the UN Security Council.\(^\text{10}\) China’s influence goals are not always malign but rather seek to promote Chinese national interest—sometimes at the expense of Japan, sometimes not.

**China’s Attempt to Leverage the Covid-19 Crisis**

As the two countries that were hit hardest and earliest in the Covid-19 pandemic, China and Japan represent an interesting case study of propaganda (biased or misleading information to promote a political cause), messaging, and political influence. The virus outbreak presents a condensed version of the overall picture in the China-Japan relationship over the past few years. That is, the reaction and messaging on China-Japan relations from the crisis were mostly positive from Chinese officials, state media, and the public, while the reactions were mostly positive from Japanese officials but mixed from Japan’s media and public. This pattern has reoccurred in the bilateral relationship since 2018.

On December 31, 2019, the World Health Organization (WHO) was informed of pneumonia cases of unknown origin in Wuhan, China’s seventh-largest city. Amid the ensuing global panic and considerations about Xi Jinping’s (now postponed) state visit to Japan, Chinese officials, state media, and social media delivered positive messages about Japan and China’s leadership in fighting the pandemic. The Hamilton 2.0 dashboard tool tracking Chinese (and Russian) state media and social media accounts supported this interpretation; it showed very limited online activity in Japanese or English about Japan, and when it did it was either benign or positive.\(^\text{11}\) Flattering messages about China-Japan ties dominated Chinese social media, reflecting positive Chinese media reports about Japan’s assistance to China.\(^\text{12}\) China’s Director of the Foreign Ministry’s Information Department Hua Chunying tweeted in February, “As neighbors across a narrow sea, let’s help each other in times of need,” through her brand-new Twitter account.\(^\text{13}\)

Deploying information for its public diplomacy efforts, China’s state-run Xinhua News Agency showed appreciation of the Japanese government’s immediate response to the Covid-19 outbreak, particularly the sending of masks, goggles, and gowns in boxes that

---

12. For the purpose of this research project, a study was undertaken from January to September 2019 to track the tone of Chinese state media in the Japanese language, which ostensibly aims to influence Japanese citizens. About a dozen Japanese-language articles from the People’s Daily and a dozen from Xinhua were analyzed. Some of the articles were only a few sentences—more akin to a long headline. Other articles reported on events that had a greater relevance for the bilateral relationship, such as one about the Chinese Embassy in Japan’s celebratory event for the 70th anniversary of the founding of Communist China, which was longer than many other articles. Most articles about Japan or the Japan-China relationship were either neutral or positive (and even hopeful) in tone, in line with China’s goal of a tactical détente and notably distinct from anti-Japan propaganda of years past. During the 2020 coronavirus outbreak, Chinese media portrayals of Japan have been outright positive.  
displayed a Chinese-language verse, “Although we are in different places, we are under the same sky.” This response went viral, so to speak, and received more than 170 million views on China’s Weibo social network and was met with gratitude on the Japanese embassy’s Weibo account. When a Japanese official who had looked after Japanese citizens evacuated from Wuhan was suspected of taking his own life, Chinese internet users mourned the loss. Interestingly, the Japanese-language version of People’s Daily online, China’s state media, praised former Japanese prime minister Yukio Hatoyama, known for his China-friendly views, for sending masks to the Memorial Hall of the Victims of Nanjing Massacre by Japanese Invaders.

Meanwhile, the Japanese government’s early response to the virus was mild, partly out of a reciprocal respect toward China. It took until February 1, 2020, a day after the United States stopped all foreign travelers from China, for Japan to begin denying entry to people from China’s Hubei province. Many direct flights from other parts of China remained in place. Prime Minister Shinzo Abe stayed under the radar early in the crisis by deferring leadership to his health minister. Critics argued Abe hoped to avoid offending China ahead of the planned state visit by Xi Jinping scheduled for April. If this interpretation is correct, this episode may represent one of the CCP’s most effective influence activities toward Japan in recent years.

Japan’s Jiji Press reported that the Chinese government asked Japan “not to make a big deal [out of Covid-19],” which resulted in Japan’s slow response. As cases of infection rose, critics worldwide questioned Japan’s capability to host the upcoming Olympics in July. Political pressure and the logistical risks pushed the authorities to postpone the games until July 2021. By May, Japan and China were coordinating with each other on a partial lifting of the travel ban on businesspeople who tested negative for the virus, and maritime incidents in the East China Sea near the disputed Senkaku Islands were relatively tame. After Abe hosted a press conference on February 29 and announced the closure of all schools in the country, “#AbeYamero” (Abe, quit) was trending on Japanese Twitter.

---


Similarly, there was anti-Chinese sentiment and anxiety about the impact of the virus on the Tokyo Olympics on Japanese Twitter, with the hashtag #ChinesedontcometoJapan trending.\(^21\) This backlash against China’s reputation would later on go global amid the crisis, mirroring backlash after the 1989 Tiananmen crackdown.\(^22\) But when Alibaba founder Jack Ma sent 1 million masks to pro-China Secretary General Toshihiro Nikai of Japan’s Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) on March 2, Japanese Justice Minister Masako Mori tweeted, “Thank you, Jack,” calling him a “friend” with whom she had a “deep conversation in December.” This praise was met with criticism by Japan’s right-wing novelist Naoki Hyakuta.\(^23\) The Japanese government finally announced the suspension of travel visas for travelers from China on March 5, the same day the Japanese government officially announced Xi Jinping’s state visit was postponed due to Covid-19.\(^24\) At the end of May 2020, Abe’s own party issued a resolution to Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga condemning China’s plans for a national security law restricting political freedoms in Hong Kong and encouraging a reconsideration of the state visit invitation altogether.\(^25\) Those steps foreshadow a darker turn in the bilateral relationship.

**China’s Confucius Institutes in Japan**

Confucius Institutes (CIs) represent the most well-known overseas overt outreach program under the network of divisions that implement influence activities that includes the United Front Work Department. The UFWD is a division of the CCP that aims to influence people outside of the party or outside the country, including elites. While CIs are officially tasked with promoting friendship (with the CCP), according to critics and several interviewees, CIs can spread CCP propaganda, stifle liberal speech, and be used for intelligence gathering, making the program potentially both benign and malign. Since the first CI opened in 2004 in South Korea, 548 locations have been established globally as of 2018, with the aim of 1,000 CIs by 2020.\(^26\) As of June 2020, however, the Hanban website listed only 541 institutes worldwide as they have faced increased scrutiny and closures. CIs provide Chinese-language classes with the help of the Office of Chinese Language Council International (known as “Hanban”), an affiliate of the Chinese Ministry of

---

Hanban’s financial support includes textbooks, teachers, and scholarships for foreigners to study Chinese language and culture at Chinese universities. Approximately 50,000 students from 166 countries have received scholarships since the scholarship system was established in 2009. CIs also provide cultural classes, including cooking, Tai Chi, acupuncture, and calligraphy.

In Japan, the latest CI opened at Yamanashi Gakuin University in Kofu, Yamanashi, in May 2019, making it the fifteenth location in Japan, with the first opened at the prestigious Ritsumeikan University in Kyoto in October 2005 under a partnership with Peking University. Opening a CI in Japan requires an agreement to be signed between the university and Hanban. It does not require approval from the Japanese Ministry of Education (MOE), which has taken a nonchalant attitude toward CIs. When LDP parliamentarian Mio Sugita inquired about CIs during a Diet session in February 2019, MOE Advanced Education Division Chief Hiroshi Yoshimoto simply recited statistics from a website. CIs attract Japanese universities with increased funding and student enrollment from Chinese partner universities, a highly desirable offer given Japan’s falling youth population.

Outside of Japan, growing political concerns about espionage and an overreliance on Chinese funding has caused a series of CI closures. In the United States, the leading market for CIs, at least 15 locations have closed since 2018. In February 2018, FBI Director Christopher Wray said at a Senate hearing that the agency was investigating CIs. The Australian state of New South Wales announced in August 2019 that it would close all 13 of its CIs over fears of Chinese malign influence. A CI in Belgium closed when...

its director was accused of espionage and barred from entering the European Union for eight years. In Japan, however, not a single CI has been closed. In 2014, a Confucius Classroom (CIs primary and secondary school equivalent) was closed in Hiroshima, but this closure was due to lack of demand rather than political concerns. While the press has not reported on any CI closures in Japan, experts speculate that some may eventually close due to political pressure.

According to Tomohide Murai of Tokyo International University Foundation, Japanese public and media scrutiny of CIs is increasing. Experts including Murai told us that the public is growing suspicious of CIs’ intentions, and many assume they are engaged in Chinese propaganda and intelligence gathering. Murai noted that cash-strapped Japanese universities are often compelled to welcome CIs on financial grounds. However, both conservative media, such as Sankei Shimbun, and alumni associations are critical of CIs and pressure universities to close them. Murai also believes that Japanese universities have grown politically out of sync with the general public: universities are still dominated by left-wing, Marxist thought, while the public is more right-wing and nationalistic. Universities may find themselves at an impasse if they continue to receive support from both the CCP and Japanese taxpayers.

All 15 CIs in Japan are located in private universities; therefore, none are affiliated with public universities, including Japan’s top university, the University of Tokyo. Some experts suggest public universities do not want to accept CIs on principle. In April 2007, Waseda University, one of Japan’s most prestigious private universities, partnered with Peking University to establish the world’s first research-oriented CI to foster young researchers, promote joint research, and publish research papers. Waseda currently hosts 2,775 Chinese students (more than half of its foreign students), while more than 10,000 Japanese students at Waseda take Chinese classes, partly through the CI.

International campaigns against the CIs have made headway in Japan as well. For example, a Canadian documentary about CIs, “In the Name of Confucius,” was released in Japan in November 2017 at the Interethnic/Interfaith Leadership Conference held in Tokyo by the Washington, D.C.-based Citizen Power Initiatives for China. The conference hosted approximately 60 international human rights activists and held lectures by several public policy officials, including former Trump chief strategist Steve Bannon. According

---

43. “Twelfth annual InterEthnic/InterFaith Leadership Conference to be held in Tokyo, Japan, 14-17 November,” Initia-
to the film’s website, there has only been one public controversy about CIs in Japan. In 2010, a director at the Osaka Industrial University apologized and resigned from the university after calling the Hanban a spy agency and receiving pushback from Chinese students on the campus; the story appeared in the People’s Daily, perhaps as a deterrent against future criticism.

**Chinese Information Activities Targeting Japan**

Foreigners comprise just 2 percent of Japan’s 127 million-strong population, but this figure is expected to rise, depending on how travel bans related to Covid-19 develop in coming years due to labor shortages and relaxed visas for blue-collar workers. Japan’s foreign-born population is much smaller than that of other rich countries such as Italy (8 percent), Germany (15 percent), or the United Kingdom (13 percent). That is one of several reasons why foreign influence is limited in Japan. At nearly 800,000 or nearly one-third of all foreigners, Chinese represent the largest group of foreigners in Japan. The Chinese population in Japan is therefore a prime target for Chinese media influence.

Chinese-language media outlets are among the many methods used by the CCP to influence overseas Chinese communities. In some cases, Chinese-language media outlets in Australia and New Zealand have been effectively monopolized by the CCP. However, “in Japan, one of the sources of resilience against Chinese United Front activities and attempts to seek covert influence is simply the nature of democratic politics, public opinion and the salience of historical issues. In Japan and in China there is a reciprocal sense of bad faith toward one another,” according to congressional testimony by Asia specialist Ankit Panda. Nevertheless, there are several Chinese-language media outlets targeting Chinese residents in Japan, including the Japan Overseas Chinese News, Live Japan, Xiaochun, Modern China, Japan Overseas Chinese Daily News (Duan News), and Chubun News. While many of these media outlets are headquartered in Tokyo and Osaka, their content features articles from mainland Chinese sources, such as Xinhua or the People’s Daily.

**Chubun News (Chinese Review Weekly)** is the most circulated Chinese-language newspaper targeting Chinese residents in Japan. Chubun News, run by Chubun Sangyo in Tokyo, was
founded by Yiwen Luo in 1992. Luo is president of Laox, Japan’s biggest duty-free store operator, which counts 75 percent of their revenue from Chinese tourists visiting Japan. Chubun’s news articles mostly report about Japan-China relations and Chinese society from the perspective of Chinese living in Japan and toe the CCP line. For example, a popular article in February 2020 was titled, “Waseda University Chinese Alumni Taking Action to Support Wuhan.” Occasionally, the outlets run geopolitically-themed articles, with one asking, “Will Japan finally abandon the United States to join the AIIB?” The article, published in April 2015 after Japan missed the deadline set by China to join AIIB as a founding member, sought to encourage Japan’s admission. Japan has yet to join the AIIB as of spring 2020.

Moving to the malign influence spectrum, perhaps the most important target of Chinese influence through the news media is Okinawa. In both its 2015 and 2017 annual reports, Japan’s Public Security Intelligence Agency raised the issue of potential Chinese influence to divide public opinion in Okinawa. In particular, the 2017 report cited a CCP-affiliated Global Times opinion piece encouraging China to call Okinawa by its former name, “Ryukyu” (as Okinawa was historically an independent kingdom known as the Ryukyu Kingdom), given that “Okinawa” alludes to a tacit acceptance of Japanese sovereignty. Similarly, the agency’s 2015 report noted that the CCP-affiliated People’s Daily published several papers questioning Japan’s sovereignty over Okinawa, including in its international version, concluding that such Chinese actions concerning Okinawa require attention. “China is using indirect methods to influence Japan. There’s a covert route like influencing Okinawa movements through influencing Okinawan public opinion to push for Okinawan independence and remove U.S. forces there,” Yuichi Hosoya of Keio told us. “That’s indirect strategy. It’s sharp power. We also can see sharp power in Japan such as cyberattacks.”

One case involving Chinese disinformation arose in several of our conversations in Tokyo but received limited reporting. In September 2018, Taiwan’s diplomatic representative in Osaka, Su Chii-cherng, committed suicide after reportedly receiving online criticism for his handling of Taiwanese nationals stranded at a flooded Kansai International Airport in Osaka during the deadly typhoon Jebi on September 4, 2018. He was previously Taiwan’s


57. Mari Saito and Yimou Lee, “Taiwan representative in Japan’s Osaka commits suicide,” Reuters, September 15,
representative in Naha, Okinawa. Based on interviews and other media reports, Su was the victim of a Chinese government disinformation campaign in which the Chinese embassy in Tokyo fabricated a story that it had dispatched buses to save stranded passengers at the Osaka airport, sparking online criticism that Taiwanese officials had not reciprocated the rescue effort.58

It was also widely reported that China’s efforts to meddle in Taiwan’s 2020 elections through the dissemination of false rumors mostly backfired and unintentionally helped the incumbent.59 One prominent fake news story stated that Japan was planning to buy Taiwan from President Tsai and her Democratic Progressive Party.60 According to experts Jean-Baptiste Vilmer and Paul Charon in War on the Rocks, while China has often been “clumsy” with its information campaigns over the years, it is increasingly comfortable on Western social media platforms and spreads information through its state media in several foreign languages while utilizing hundreds of thousands of trolls (a so-called “50-cent army”).

Overall, the influence of Chinese media in Japan is negligible, however, as Asahi Shimbun journalist Kenji Minemura, who closely follows Chinese influence, told us in an interview in Tokyo: “As for China’s media presence in Japan, there is not much influence. Japanese media has the influence in Japan. It’s difficult for foreign media to penetrate Japan except maybe the Wall Street Journal (in Japanese). We trust U.S. media, while nobody trusts Chinese media,” Minemura said. “Since in Japan, TV and newspapers are pretty objective, Japanese people tend to trust the information, but that makes Japan vulnerable because media literacy education is underdeveloped in Japan. They are too trusting. But they don’t trust Chinese propaganda.” While Japan’s Nikkei notably acquired the Financial Times from Britain’s Pearson in 2015, there have been no Chinese acquisitions of the major Japanese dailies.

Minemura continued:

Our newspaper subscriptions are declining in Japan, and Chinese are now starting to support weaker papers [financially] like Mainichi Shimbun (look at the China Watch insert in the Washington Post from China Daily as a model). Mainichi also runs a China Watch but it’s not popular because people see it as advertisement. I asked Mainichi about it; they said Mainichi only accepts China Watch news on cultural and travel issues but no political or economic issues. But that’s the UFWD strategy; it’s step by step. That’s the gray zone strategy from UFWD.

Mainichi with its Chinese insert reaches 6.6 million Japanese readers.61

---

Forums to Promote Japan-China Ties

Several interviewees for this project mentioned China’s use of international forums and symposiums with retired officers as an instrument to cultivate relationships. A relatively effective and benign influence tool to promote bilateral ties and dialogue has been the Beijing-Tokyo Forum. Founded in 2005, this forum is sponsored by Japan’s non-profit Genron NPO as well as China’s CCP-owned China International Publishing Group. The forum alternates between Tokyo and Beijing and hosts hundreds of influential participants from business, political, academic, and media circles. A recent forum, labeled the “highest public diplomatic communication platform between China and Japan,” was held in Beijing in October 2019 and focused on the theme of a “new era, new hope: responsibilities China and Japan shoulder to maintain the peace and development of Asia and the world.”

Japanese retired vice admiral Yoji Koda attended that event and told us in an interview that the forum is an effective public diplomacy effort. However, at that particular event, he flipped the message on China, stating, “If Japan is trapped by China’s charm offensive without reforming itself, China will be a cornered rat,” referring to China’s global isolation in technology, diplomacy, and business. Indeed, during the early 2020 Covid-19 outbreak, a Nikkei headline asserted that China was looking for “a friend.” The article noted that both Chinese officials and state media praised Japan’s assistance to China during the outbreak in “glowing terms.”

The amount of influence China can wield in these forums is very limited, however, according to Masayuki Masuda of Japan’s National Institute for Defense Studies in an interview with us in Tokyo. Given the end of Japan’s foreign assistance to China, the low favorability of China in Japanese society, the shrinking power of the foreign ministry, and rising power of the prime minister’s office, China has sought alternatives to influence Tokyo. But strong regulations on foreign contact, especially with officials from Russia and China, largely prevent that from happening. Officers and officials must get permission to have meetings with foreign officials, and they must be accompanied by colleagues, Masuda said. China has attempted to cultivate ties via symposium invitations, sponsored by China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA), with retired Japanese officers because retired generals in China are influential; but this is not the case in Japan, as civilians have most of the power over policy. “It is difficult for China to do a successful influence operation in Japan,” he concluded.

Russell Hsiao, in his 2019 paper “A Preliminary Survey of CCP Influence Operations in Japan,” points to several UFWD instruments that China uses to wage influence operations in Japan with varying degrees of effectiveness. Hsiao’s paper catalogues a variety of United Front institutions to influence Japan toward achieving CCP goals, including CIs, friendship associations, trade associations, and cultural exchanges in Japan. These instruments include the presence of at least seven Sino-Japan friendship associations, including the Japan China Friendship Center, which houses a dormitory, hotel, and language school. That center, located in the Bunkyo ward of Tokyo, was originally set up in 1953 as the Zen
Neighborhood Student Center. According to our interviews, these friendship associations (many of which pre-date diplomatic normalization) have been useful in maintaining a back-channel dialogue during periods of official bilateral tension, such as the 2010-2012 conflict over the Senkaku Islands. Nevertheless, UFWD organizations have very limited impact given the suspicion among most Japanese toward Chinese influence.

*Sign in English and Japanese in Tokyo to the Japan-China Friendship Center.*
Credit: Devin Stewart.

*Signs in Chinese welcoming visitors to the Japan-China Friendship Center.*
Credit: Devin Stewart
Since 2005, the CCP’s United Front also has attempted to use historical grievances against Japan as part of its effort to re-assimilate Taiwan’s Nationalist Party into “its political narrative,” according to Hsiao, who works for the Global Taiwan Institute. Hsiao points to several Chinese organizations that hold academic conferences celebrating China’s anti-Japan war history, including “the Academy of History of Chinese Resistance Against Japanese Aggression, Guangxi Academy of Social Sciences, Ke Yi Publishing House, Nanjing University, and Nanjing Zhongtang Keji.”

Madoka Fukuda of Hosei University told us in an interview:

During times of turmoil between Japan and China, these friendship associations try to promote cultural exchange. But in Japan, their activities are not very successful. The associations want Japanese affinity for Chinese culture but Japanese people don’t have interest in it. In the first place, Japanese don’t like China so they don’t want to join their association activities. Also, the way they produce these association activities does not fit Japanese culture; in part, Chinese culture is part of a problem. I have been interested in these activities, such as cooking and calligraphy, but I see little Chinese soft power. It is much different from Japan-Taiwan exchanges; there is a Taiwan center in Toranomon (a business district in Tokyo) that has really interesting events such as movies and books, and it’s popular. But the Chinese centers are less attractive to Japanese, especially young people.

Several other Japanese scholars agreed with that assessment, with one telling us on background that the friendship associations were “useless” because China’s political warfare suffers from an “unsophisticated middle kingdom mentality” and another saying the associations were dated, uninfluential, old-fashioned, and ineffective since Japanese do not want to be “suckers” to Chinese influence activities.

**China’s Sharp Power in Japan: Corruption**

Political scandals involving China are rare in Japan. Such occurrences are so unusual that a well-regarded 2018 book on the history of Japanese political scandals only mentions “China” twice, and the country’s name does not even appear in the index (Russia is also not mentioned). The author of that book, Matthew Carlson, told us, “The illegal side of China’s influence is hard to spot in Japan,” and corruption in Japan in general has decreased significantly since the 1980s and 1990s due to public scrutiny and the capacity of the government to hide scandals.

One such scandal did occur in 2012 when Justice Minister Keishuu Tanaka resigned from the Noda administration after it was revealed Tanaka had political ties to the Yakuza and had accepted funds from a Chinese national. However, Tanaka and his staff were likely unaware of the Chinese ties because it was not an issue of concern until he became justice minister, and the LDP used the scandal against the opposition Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ).

---

Yet, the Chinese government’s connection to a recent bribery scandal involving LDP politician Tsukasa Akimoto, who was a key official in crafting Japan’s new integrated resorts development strategy, threatened to harm the Japan-China relationship. It also taints the image of an already-controversial Japanese economic growth strategy: the promotion of casino properties, or so-called “integrated resorts.” Notably, the Japanese public has been as wary of the growth of a domestic gaming industry as it has of a rising China.

The legalization of enhanced casinos (“integrated resorts”) has been a key part of the “Abenomics” economic policy of Prime Minister Abe, who assumed office in December 2012 and has since become the longest-serving prime minister in Japan’s post-WWII history. Abe initially proposed legalizing casinos under his “Third Arrow” growth strategy, which was approved by the cabinet in June 2014. Abe sought to legalize casinos during a special 2014 Diet session in order to boost tourism before the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, and three cities were selected for casino openings by 2020. The legislation kept getting postponed, however, in part due to a snap election in November 2014, and in 2015 the Diet remained focused on passing legislation to allow Japan to exercise collective self-defense. The LDP’s coalition ally, the Buddhism-influenced Komeito Party, had been strongly opposed to casino gambling on moral grounds, although Komeito is also friendly to China due to its pacifist ideology.

Public opinion has been divided on the issue of casinos, with an October 2019 survey by Jiji showing 60 percent in opposition. Meanwhile, legislation to lift the ban on casinos was not passed until December 2016, when Akimoto was chairing the Diet’s Lower House Cabinet Committee. Another snap election in September 2017 delayed the Diet’s passage of the integrated resorts implementation bill until July 2018. Komeito then changed
its position in support of the bill, explaining that they had an obligation to implement legislation that had been passed democratically (at the time, Komeito member Keiichi Ishii was the minister of land, which is the principle regulator for integrated resorts).  

Akimoto belongs to the LDP’s powerful Nikai faction (named for LDP Secretary-General Toshihiro Nikai of Wakayama Prefecture), which is the LDP’s pro-China group. This group is also referred to as the “Nikai-Imai faction.” Takaya Imai, a senior adviser to Abe and former METI bureaucrat, has persuaded the prime minister to take a softer approach toward China and its infrastructure projects on business grounds. Nikai, who has brought five pandas from China to a zoo in his hometown Wakayama, served as the prime minister’s special envoy to China to meet Xi Jinping in April 2019 and advocated for Japan’s cooperation on the BRI, regardless of the United States’ opinion. He has also advocated for Xi’s state visit to Japan.

In December 2019, Akimoto was arrested for allegedly receiving a total of 3.7 million yen ($33,000) in bribes from China’s leading online sports gambling service provider, 500.com. The site has a Chinese government-backed chipmaker, Tsinghua Unigroup, as its major shareholder. Tsinghua Holdings owns a 51 percent stake in Tsinghua Unigroup and is a wholly owned subsidiary of the public Tsinghua University, which educated Xi Jinping and Hu Jintao. Hu’s son Hu Haifeng was party secretary of the group. Tsinghua Unigroup has steadily increased its stake after 500.com reported its first quarterly loss in November 2013. As the company’s losses continued, 500.com has tried to find alternative revenue sources outside of China, including in Japan. A month after 500.com established its Japanese subsidiary in July 2017, 500.com hosted a symposium in Okinawa to discuss casino business opportunities. Akimoto also was invited as a keynote speaker.

and received an enhanced speaker’s fee of 2 million yen, thanks to his government appointment. Such China-linked bribery scandals are rarely reported in Japan, but if the two countries continue to grow increasingly interconnected, the chances for a repeat of another corruption case could rise.

**China’s “Hostage Diplomacy”**

In addition to corruption, another example of malign Chinese influence in Japan involves coercion. In September 2019, Nobu Iwatani, a respected China scholar and professor at Hokkaido University, which is one of Japan’s top national schools, was detained under the 2014 anti-espionage law while attending a conference in Beijing. Iwatani was released in November 2019 after reportedly confessing to collecting a large amount of “classified information,” but his arrest had already damaged the China-Japan relationship. A group of 130 Japanese academics who specialize in China signed an open letter drafted by the normally-sympathetic Japanese Association of Scholars Advocating Renewal of the Japan-China Relationship demanding that China explain its actions. They argued that the arrest damaged trust between the two nations and was a shock “beyond words.” Since Iwatani’s arrest, many Japanese scholars have canceled research trips to China.

Since 2015, at least 13 Japanese citizens have been detained in China on various charges, including espionage. But this case was particularly acute for several reasons. First, Iwatani was in Beijing at the invitation of the Institute of Modern History at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), a well-known research institution affiliated with China’s State Council. Iwatani was staying at facilities provided to him by CASS, raising questions about how it came to be known that he was collecting information and what exactly constitutes “state secrets,” given that he is a historian who was conducting research. Several experts described the episode as a Chinese “influence operation” that is, once again, having a negative effect upon Japanese sentiment. The message China is sending to Japan, they told us, was: “We may have a bilateral détente, but we can still do whatever we want,” with some labeling it as “hostage diplomacy.” In a twist, citing the 2014 anti-espionage law, China in the summer of 2019 detained a Chinese professor based at the Hokkaido University of Education while he was visiting his hometown in Jilin Province, China.

---

An acquaintance in Hokkaido believed his arrest may be tied to his links to the 1989 Tiananmen Square protests, suggesting the law is used for political censorship.87

**Outreach to Chinese Students**

The CCP views the Chinese diaspora worldwide as a potential tool of influence. “You have to look at how China shapes the views of Chinese in Japan,” explains Stephen Nagy, a professor at International Christian University in Tokyo. “One group to look at are short term stays of students in Japan. My Chinese students came with pre-scripted language on things like Hong Kong,” he told me, reflecting the concerns of other professors in Japan including one professor who expressed concern—not for attribution—that such political debates on campuses could turn violent in the future.

Nagy said:

> It’s the same in Melbourne and in Canada. The Chinese students ratted out the Chinese Embassy in Canada for giving them talking points. In Japan, there isn’t that degree of interference, but Chinese government-funded students monitor each other; the party members have to meet one another if there are more than three party members at a university. The government is influencing the way Chinese students behave in Japan. They come to Japan to study BRI, for example, but if you give them information that is critical, they say they have to switch topics. It’s cognitive dissonance and risk reduction as a form of instinct. So, they stick to non-sensitive stuff like cultural diplomacy. One student looked at Sister City diplomacy, but it was descriptive. (In fact, for China, Sister City programs are overseen by Beijing’s Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries, which is a proxy UFWD group that uses the relationships to influence the narratives on Taiwan and other issues abroad.) Meanwhile, private-funded students from China in Japan are different because they come to Japan to get a different view.

Christian Hess, a Chinese history scholar at Sophia University in Tokyo, told us he sees no CCP information campaigns in Japan, however, and that his Chinese students are in Japan because they genuinely like the country’s culture and would like to fit into the society. While the United States is a rival and Australia could be influenced “cost effectively,” Hess said, China’s approach toward Japan is much more cautious in its use of influence activities because anti-Japan sentiment could get out of hand. Hess wondered whether the CCP might see a lack of inroads in Japan for influence activities and that trying to influence Japan may not be worth the effort.

---

Public Sentiment as a Measure of Political Influence

One quantifiable way to measure political influence is to look at public sentiment, and in this regard, Japan stands apart as possibly the most negatively disposed country in the world toward China. According to a spring 2019 Pew Research poll, Japanese had the most negative views of China among all 34 countries surveyed, at 85 percent negative.\(^88\) Japan’s official opening to China in 1972, when Japanese public sentiment, according to Japan’s Cabinet Office polls, saw significantly more positive public sentiment—coinciding with the nation's “panda boom.” Public sentiment has fallen consistently ever since, while Japanese sentiment toward the United States has remained consistently the most positive.\(^89\)

Masaharu Hishida, who tracks bilateral sentiment at Hosei University, told us that while younger Japanese are relatively fonder of China, older Japanese are jaded by China’s actions over the past few decades, specifically the 1989 Tiananmen crackdown, the sense of betrayal among Japanese leftists that China did not stick to its socialist principles, and the arrest of Japanese researchers in China. Hishida sees negative attitudes toward China in Japan as a vicious circle starting with a negative bias that drives people to seek confirmation in negative news stories, thus compelling the media to provide those stories.

Xi Jinping complained on November 22, 2019, that Japanese opinion of China is plagued by bias and prejudice.\(^90\) A Bloomberg report astutely noted that Xi’s complaint would probably only make things worse—again creating further backlash. “The fact that Chinese people have a more favorable view of Japan [than Japanese do of China] shows that China is following the right path,” Xi said, adding, “we are encouraging people to visit Japan.” The Abe administration

\(^88\) Laura Silver, Kat Devlin, and Christine Huang, “People around the globe are divided in their opinions of China,” Pew Research Center, December 5, 2019, https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/12/05/people-around-the-globe-are-divided-in-their-opinions-of-china/.
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has relaxed tourist visas from China, and between 2013 and 2018, Chinese visits to Japan increased 600 percent to a record high of more than 8 million in 2018 (conversely, only about 2.5 million Japanese visit China annually). By contrast, Japanese television news featured stories about U.S.-China economic conflict “almost every day” during the polling period of September 2019. When media is profit-driven, it caters to the audience’s bias, and the Japanese public appears to thirst for China-bashing stories. Over the years, complaints from Chinese officials about critical media reports in Japan demonstrate that Chinese and Japanese interlocutors are speaking past one another based on incompatible norms.

In sum, China’s hard and coercive power does not necessarily translate into soft power, an aim which Hu Jintao introduced in 2007 at the 17th National Congress of the Communist Party. Scholar Joseph Nye has frequently noted this challenge for Beijing. China’s positives, such as its economic growth, military power, and political influence, paradoxically manifest as threats in the global and Japanese imaginations, while its negatives—such as human rights violations; its handling of the Hong Kong democracy protests, Covid-19, and Uighurs in Xinjiang; or territorial ambitions in the East and South China Seas—serve to add to the list of negatives. Either way, China cannot seem to win in a conflict that is fundamentally a clash of values. Nevertheless, sharp episodes of influence do present a risk to sustaining the relative peace. What are some of the traits that are unique to Japan that shape attitudes toward China?

A Long History of Conflict with China

Popular historical recollection among both the Japanese public and armed forces describes five distinct wars, mainly over the Korean Peninsula, between Japan and China that have shaped relations between the two states. According to retired Japanese Navy vice admiral Yoji Koda, Japanese society, including the military, sees China as a great teacher, but it also sees the relationship through the prism of fighting wars with China over regional security for nearly 2,000 years (similar the view of China in Vietnam). Armed conflicts flared in 663AD (Battle of Baekgang), 1274 (Mongol invasions), 1592 (Japanese invasion of Korea), 1894 (First Sino-Japanese War), and 1931 (Second Sino-Japanese War). In addition to the five wars, several interviewees identified the 2010-2012 China-Japan conflict over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and China’s decision to stop exports of rare earth metals to Japan as a “turning point” and a nadir in the relationship. While China-Japan economic harmony was previously seen as protected from any political disputes, that perception changed during this time, and views in Japan about China reached new lows. This episode is one of the sharpest examples of China’s use of economic coercion, although China denies that description, arguing that a reduction in rare earth exports was previously planned and was unrelated to the conflict. In any case, China’s restriction of the minerals likely backfired, according to a report by the Heritage Foundation: “In the years following the Chinese move [to restrict rare earths], Australia and the United States both substantially expanded their production of rare earth minerals, as did Brazil, Malaysia, Russia, Thailand, and Vietnam. New reserves were also identified in India and Canada. Most recently, Japan discovered a major offshore deposit of rare earths that is estimated to be able to meet centuries of demand.”

Japan’s Relative Isolation as a “Galapagos” Island

Japan has historically been relatively isolated from foreign migration and investment, making it less susceptible to foreign influence. To this day, many Japanese describe their country as having a “Galapagos syndrome,” an expression that captures its relative cultural, economic, and linguistic separation from the rest of the world. Yuichi Hosoya of Keio University told us that when he served as adviser to the prime minister, he would receive emails spoofing the accounts of Japanese journalists, but he could tell they were from Chinese agents due to their poor grammar and Chinese characters. Japan’s ambivalence to economic globalization for most of its postwar period has helped to bring about an isolationist image among the world’s industrialized economies. This image largely stemmed from Japan’s economic recovery strategy beginning in the 1950s that included state subsidies, protective trade barriers, and strict quotas in order to limit competition from imports until its industries could compete internationally.

Although Japan has long been one of the world’s largest investors and is the top country (trailed by Germany and China) for outbound foreign direct investment (FDI), with $143 billion in global investments in 2017-2018, it has undergone significant reforms regarding its traditionally limited inbound FDI. Once labeled “the most closed investment market in the developed world,” the promotion of inbound FDI, a top Abenomics priority, has been unveiled through a series of interministerial policy initiatives.

Historically, Japan’s aversion to foreign investments has been attributed to stringent regulations, protected industries that prohibit majority foreign ownership, and the prevailing fear that non-Japanese owners would disrupt lifetime employment norms by cutting costs through mass layoffs. Additionally, foreign investors have been deterred by Japan’s comparative low returns on investments, the high price of land and labor, and strict consumer protections as well as the language barrier and geographic distance. While Abe has sought to reduce some of these barriers, Japan’s inbound FDI in 2018 was just $9.8 billion, which is not even among the world’s top 20 countries and, at just 4 percent of GDP (in 2017), is far below the rest of the OECD.

Japan’s isolationist inclinations have not only included capital inflows but people as well. Among OECD countries, Japan is ranked near the bottom among rich countries for the proportions of foreign born (1.9 percent), immigrants (1.76 percent), and refugees admitted (only 22 total in 2018). While it is the fourth-largest exporter and importer in the world, Japan is also near the bottom in overall trade dependence at 37 percent, compared to the world average of 59 percent, as measured by international trade as a percentage of GDP, according to World Bank statistics for 2018.

Nevertheless, before the Covid-19 outbreak, the promotion of temporary visitors, including tourism and study abroad students, has been an important Abenomics policy goal along with free trade and FDI. The Covid-19 crisis had cut visits from overseas by 99 percent in April 2020 and was expected to reduce tourist spending by some $22 billion.

---

billion by August.\textsuperscript{104} In 2018, Japan had the eleventh most tourists (with the world’s highest tourism growth rate),\textsuperscript{105} and it had the fifth most international students in the OECD in 2012, the year Abe returned to power.\textsuperscript{106} Between 2013 and 2018, Japan enjoyed consistent growth in total foreign students, rising from 135,519 to 298,980, was on track (before the Covid-19 crisis) to reach its goal of hosting 300,000 students by 2020, and reached its goal of hosting 20 million tourists with 20,080,600 in 2019.\textsuperscript{107} Incidentally, China has become the largest source of both tourists and international students for Japan (as well as for the world).\textsuperscript{108} One might suspect that with a growing tourism industry, Japan would excel in English-language proficiency, but that is not the case; it fell from 49th to 53rd out of 100 non-English speaking countries in 2019 and ranks below the world average for English proficiency.\textsuperscript{109} This linguistic isolation is also thought to be part of the country’s Galapagos syndrome.

Although Chinese inbound FDI to Japan has grown, it continues to be hindered by the overall wariness toward a rising China. Total Chinese investment in Japan in 2017 remained just below the $600 million mark, less than that of smaller economies, such as Singapore and Taiwan.\textsuperscript{110} As a result, Japan continues to be one of the least exposed economies to China as measured by inbound FDI from China as a share of domestic investment.\textsuperscript{111}

China’s domination of Japan’s tourism, however, poses unique challenges for Japanese society, not least because Japanese citizens have complained about the influx and manners of Chinese tourists at cultural sites. As its growing tourism industry continues to depend heavily on Chinese tourists (who now constitute nearly a third of all visitors), Japan becomes increasingly vulnerable to shifts in Chinese consumer preferences and the health of the bilateral political relationship.\textsuperscript{112} Meanwhile, the growth of Chinese university students (who represent

\begin{itemize}
  \item[104.] "Coronavirus to cut foreign visitors’ spending in Japan by $22 bil.," Kyodo News, May 27, 2020, https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2020/05/768af835b669-coronavirus-to-cut-foreign-visit
  \item[105.] "International tourism, number of arrivals;" World Bank, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ST.INT.ARVL?most_recent_value_desc=true&view=map.
40 percent of all international higher education students in Japan as of 2018) has been accompanied by suspicions regarding government-funded CIs on Japanese campuses and their use as “centers of spy activity and propaganda tools of the CCP.”

The recent shuttering of CIs in other countries for similar concerns has not gone unnoticed.

Still, the recognition that the Galapagos syndrome mentality is no longer sustainable and that past isolationist policies have become incompatible with future growth strategies are evidenced by recent reforms. Although Japan has long sought to avoid exposure to foreign economic interests, Abenomics policies have in fact increased its reliance on China, which represents a top source of foreign students, tourists, and parts suppliers to the Japanese economy and manufacturers. While Japan has passed on other Chinese projects (such as the BRI) for political reasons, its long-term economic plan for continued growth has seemingly ushered in with it the potential for greater Chinese influence, which it has mostly avoided otherwise.

**Political Homogeneity and an Apathetic Public**

Japan has enjoyed a high degree of political stability, especially since the LDP returned to power in 2012. Other than two short hiatuses (1993 to 1994 and 2009 to 2012), the LDP has almost continually controlled the government since 1955. As a result, it represents one of the foremost cases of single-party domination among the world's postwar democracies.

From a return on investment viewpoint, China’s efforts to interfere in Japan’s elections may not be worth the trouble, explains scholar Tina Burrett, who studies political interference and disinformation at Sophia University in Tokyo. In an interview with us in Tokyo, she pointed out that the outcome of such election interference would likely be too marginal to make a substantial difference. An effective Chinese campaign would need to create an unlikely dramatic change in the way people vote in Japan, and perhaps only a referendum on the constitution would be worth such an effort. “For elections you’d have to make a massive difference in the way people vote in order to make a difference. For Brexit and Trump, it was non-voters who were targeted. In Japan, you’d have to create such a sea change,” she told us. (The Brexit and Trump campaigns used the same strategy and the same consulting firm, Cambridge Analytica.)

---


A major feature of Japan’s political stability has been its growing voter apathy. A centralized political process that favors organized interests (such as businesses, labor unions, and farmers) at the expense of individuals gives the impression that voting is “largely procedural.” The strong sense of political detachment in Japan is exacerbated by a general acceptance of neoliberal reforms as an inevitability, which fuels an intraparty ideological convergence. Japan is now ranked near the bottom (36th out of 40) among OECD countries for civic engagement, as the voter turnout rate has declined from 73 percent in 1990 to just 48 percent in 2019.

As Japan is controlled by a homogenous, dynastic establishment that is concerned about Chinese power, China's elite capture tactics have been less effective than in more competitive democracies. The ban on foreign political contributions likely provides an added layer of insulation. Moreover, Japan's bipartisan wariness toward, as well as its historical familiarity with, China makes it “less amenable” to malign influence activities. Although the now-defunct Democratic Party of Japan (the ruling party from 2009 to 2012) was viewed as more pro-China than the LDP, it also adhered to many hardline positions, including the Senkaku territorial dispute.

One could look outside Japan's political mainstream for outlying vectors of influence, but even the politically-weak Japan Communist Party (holding just 12 of 465 seats in Japan's dominant lower house of parliament) remains resistant to Chinese influence and is rather nationalistic. China's inability to influence Japan is reflected by its negative popular depictions, including skeptical outlooks on China's self-proclaimed "peaceful" rise, particularly since territorial disputes gained prominence in the 2000s. As a result, the Japanese public maintains a negative view of China given the highly-publicized nature of these security issues. Although the number of Chinese tourists visiting Japan, along with overall Chinese opinions of Japan, are both at historical highs, 85 percent of Japanese maintain “unfavorable” opinions of China. Given the ongoing
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Covid-19 outbreak and recent Hong Kong protests, such public vigilance toward China’s rise is likely to continue to reward political parties that prioritize Japan's national security, a defining feature of Abe’s LDP.

Tightly Controlled Private Media in Japan

The flip side of a weak Chinese media presence in Japan is the extremely strong grip Japan’s media has on the domestic market. Also, while China’s state media advances its national interests (including good relations with Japan), Japan's media follow a profit motive and therefore cater to consumer preferences (bashing China). Thus, the information space is tight. As journalist Kenji Minemura put it, the Asahi Shimbun and Yomiuri Shimbun, akin to Japan’s New York Times and Wall Street Journal, dominate the Japanese media sphere like monopolists, leaving little room for foreign influence. To be sure, as one of the most literate and media-saturated societies, Japan boasts the world’s largest newspaper circulation and lowest news avoidance rate, as news consumption is considered a civic “duty.”\(^{127}\)

The five major media conglomerates—consisting of the TV-newspaper cross-ownerships of TBS-Mainichi, TV Asahi-Asahi, NTV-Yomiuri, Fuji TV-Sankei, and TV Tokyo-Nikkei, along with public broadcaster NHK—control nearly all of the major mainstream print and broadcast media. Media political leanings are typically centrist but can vary from left-center (TV Asahi-Asahi) to conservative-nationalistic (Fuji TV-Sankei).\(^{128}\) The industry’s cross-ownership structure, while allowing its comparative stability, has also contributed to a dearth in the variety of views represented and has effectively prevented outside takeovers that are common in other markets.\(^{129}\) Given the industry’s centralized “oligopolistic” structure, as it is described in a 2019 report by Bertelsmann Stiftung, it is also comparatively resistant toward foreign ownership and influence.\(^{130}\) However, Abe's drive for deregulation may change this stable situation.

While Japan is not immune to global media consumption trends, the overall shift to digital and online news has been slower than in many countries given the industry’s incentives to protect traditional revenue sources.\(^{131}\) Most regional newspapers are still operated by their original owners and have circulation shares averaging over 50 percent of households. Newspapers in Japan do not list their shares on financial exchanges, giving them

---


\(^{130}\) Koichi Iwabuchi, “To Globalize, Regionalize or Localize us, that is the Question: Japan’s Response to Media Globalization,” in The New Communications Landscape, Georgette Wang, Jan Servaes, and Anura Goonasekera, eds. (New York: Routledge, 2000), 145. One of the most prominent examples of this insularity is the public backlash that prevented media mogul Rupert Murdoch from successfully acquiring TV Asahi in the early-2000s.

protection from external interference. As online news has grown since the 2000s, Yahoo! Japan has maintained its role as the most popular online news portal and now reaches two-thirds (66 percent) of smartphone users. More recently, independent online media sources have grown in prominence, including those espousing extremist right-wing views (i.e., netto-uyo, or the “internet neo-nationalists” phenomenon). An estimated 40 percent of the population accesses social media, and this share is projected to continue to grow.

Although freedom of speech and a free press are both constitutionally guaranteed, Japan has fallen from 22nd in 2012 to 66th in the 2020 World Press Freedom Index, now last among the G-7 countries. The passage of a vaguely-worded, controversial state secrets law in 2013 that can send whistleblowers to jail for 10 years if they leak classified information contributed to Japan’s drop in the ranking as it could be used to muzzle the press. The law also was passed to facilitate intelligence sharing between Japan and the United States on China’s military assertiveness. Officials in all ministries can designate state secrets for up to 60 years in the areas of defense, diplomacy, counter-terrorism, and counter-espionage. In recent years under the Abe administration, the government also has been accused of pressuring and bullying domestic press to support government positions, further narrowing the space for an already-limited press.

A reoccurring accusation is that Abe uses access to reward allies and shunning to punish enemies. In 2017, the UN special rapporteur David Kaye issued a report on “worrying signals” on Japan’s freedom of expression, pointing to media self-censorship, government pressure, and restrictions on information. In 2018, Abe’s attempt to deregulate the media sector by revising the broadcast law (of 1950), whose Article 4, chapter 2, requires political neutrality and that broadcasts “not distort the facts,” was met with criticism that such a change would lead to a flood of fake news. Paradoxically, that same broadcast law article (akin to the US Fairness Doctrine 1949-1987) has also been described as a potential government tool of censorship. In any

case, these critiques of the media space do not mean that newspapers are monoliths; left-leaning Asahi Shimbun regularly criticizes the Abe administration in its editorial section and has faced Abe’s wrath for critical reporting on political scandals.

Another major reason for the comparative weakness of Japan’s press freedoms is a press club system (kisha kurabu) that disincentivizes investigative journalism by the mainstream media. This has left the role of public watchdog to be filled by the tabloid magazine media (shukanshi), which have historically been barred from press club membership along with freelance, independent, and foreign journalists. Established in 1890 to regulate the orderly flow of information from government ministries, Japanese press clubs are unique in that the club member organizations determine membership.

As the highly exclusive press club memberships are limited to the five major media conglomerates plus NHK, these mainstream reporters—who already bear an obligatory pressure to maintain good relations with government officials—are often so personally close to their sources that they become compelled to ignore compromising information. If there is widespread elite capture or bribery by China of Japanese officials, the press might not be reporting it because of this cozy relationship between the government and the press. Journalist Jonathan Watts has argued that Japan’s watchdog press is more like a “lapdog” since the club system rewards self-censorship.

**Fellow Travelers in Japan**

Due to their ties to China or ideological backgrounds, some officials and institutions in Japan are natural allies of China. Given their influential pacifist ideology, the Japanese Buddhist group Soka Gakkai and its affiliated political party Komeito have played roles in restoring and improving China-Japan relations. Despite distrust at the government level, Komeito party leader Yoshihikatsu Takeiri visited China to meet Zhou Enlai in June 1971, setting the groundwork for his second visit in July 1972 soon after Kakuei Tanaka became prime minister. While Takeiri was not necessarily representing the Japanese government, notes from the Takeiri-Zhou meeting (later known as the “Takeiri Memo”) helped convince Tanaka to move forward with normalization. The meeting notes revealed that China was not seeking war reparations from Japan and that a joint statement could avoid any mention of the Japan-U.S. security alliance and the “Taiwan Clause.”

In 1972, Chinese and Japanese leaders also gave short shrift to the Senkaku dispute, and China displayed satisfaction with a “vague apology” about Imperial Japan’s invasion.

The Komeito Party website claims that promoting the normalization of China-Japan relations has been its priority since the party’s foundation in 1964. 145 In fact, Daisaku Ikeda, the third chairman of Soka Gakkai, gave a speech promoting China-Japan normalization in September 1968, years before the actual normalization. 146 Following the official 1972 normalization, Ikeda visited China in May 1974 and again in December the same year at the invitation of Zhou Enlai. 147 The following year, Soka University (which was established by Soka Gakkai) became Japan’s first university to host Chinese exchange students through a scholarship funded by the Chinese government. According to our interviews, the CCP sees Soka Gakkai as a natural ally to influence the cabinet toward maintaining Japan’s Article 9, although the CCP must keep some distance since the organization is religious.

Among those six original students was former Chinese ambassador to Japan Cheng Yonghua, who became the longest-serving ambassador at that post from 2010 to 2019. 148 In September 2018, the Komeito’s current party leader, Natsuo Yamaguchi, visited Zhou Enlai’s alma mater, Nankai University, in Tianjin to mark the 50th anniversary of Ikeda’s proposal for the normalization of bilateral ties. This visit reaffirmed the Komeito’s long-standing position of promoting the China-Japan friendship. 149 That same month, the Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries, which is backed by CCP, gave an award to Ikeda for his contributions to China-Japan relations. 150

In August 2016, when the China-Japan relationship deteriorated over the South China Sea territorial disputes, a subsidiary cable TV program aired on China’s state TV network, CCTV, ran a documentary about the friendship between Zhou Enlai and Daisaku Ikeda six times. 151 That month, Japanese Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida said Japan’s ties with China were “significantly deteriorating” after several Chinese fishing boats and coast guard

vessels entered disputed waters. A month prior, China rejected a high-profile decision by the International Criminal Court (ICC) that ruled against Chinese claims to its rights in the South China Sea.

Former Japanese prime minister Yukio Hatoyama is an example of an influential Japanese elite who is in sync with many of Beijing’s interests in Japan. Hatoyama has attended several events with CCP-supported groups in Japan. During his administration, Hatoyama pursued a foreign policy that was more independent of the U.S.-Japan relationship, though this was also influenced by Ichiro Ozawa, who was known as the backroom “shadow shogun.” In 2009, Hatoyama hastily arranged a meeting between then-Vice President Xi Jinping and the Japanese emperor; the meeting sparked public controversy and he was accused of “injecting politics” into the relationship.

Hatoyama has been quoted asking, “How far do we really need the U.S.-Japanese alliance?” Such sentiments are in line with CCP aims of a Japan independent of the United States. Hatoyama has publicly apologized for the Japanese military’s role in the Nanjing Massacre, a historical taboo for Japanese officials. (He also apologized to South Korea.) Economically, he supports Beijing-backed initiatives, joining the international advisory board of the Chinese-led AIIB. He has urged Japan to join the AIIB and BRI initiatives. The newspaper Mainichi Shimbun suggested that this placement is a way for China to urge Japan to join the Chinese-led institutions.

Although there is plenty of speculation, there is no documented evidence of wrongdoing or bribery on the part of Hatoyama (he is the rich son of another former prime minister, like most prime ministers); yet many of his positions are in line with Chinese objectives. Mike Green, of Georgetown University and the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), told us that Japan’s intelligence community was able to thwart an attempt by Chinese intelligence to influence Hatoyama on the design of an East Asian Community, which he proposed while in office in 2009. It is important to clarify, Hatoyama is known for being abnormal for Japanese politicians and earned the nickname “the alien.” It is possible that Hatoyama is unwitting and not an example of elite capture or genuinely believes in these positions.

Japan’s aid relationship with China also can be seen as an opening for Chinese influence. In addition to advocating for Xi’s state visit and the BRI, LDP Secretary General Nikai has long been an advocate of foreign aid to China. Official development assistance (ODA) is defined by the OECD as “government aid that promotes and specifically targets the economic development and welfare of developing countries.” The aid relationship

---

156. “Former PM Hatoyama offered advisory role at Beijing-backed AIIB,” Mainichi Shimbun, June 27, 2016, https://mainichi.jp/english/articles/20160627/p2a/00m/0na/001000c.
between China and Japan has been an artery of influence for nearly four decades (1979 to 2018), as money begets power and influence. The aid program peaked in 2000, the year before a 2001 embezzlement scandal at the ministry, with 214.4 billion yen in loans, but came under increased scrutiny, especially after China overtook Japan as the world’s second-largest economy in 2010. The power of the foreign ministry’s ODA purse had created a cadre of officials with an interest in China. Money relationships present potential for the emergence of vested interests or bribery in the country’s capital; the foreign ministry set up cost-based assessments of contractors for its ODA projects after a 2009 bribery scandal was revealed in Vietnam involving a Tokyo-based company.\(^\text{158}\)

Within Japan’s foreign ministry, the phrase “China School” is an informal term that refers to foreign ministry officials who underwent language training in China.\(^\text{159}\) These officials are known for their relatively friendly attitude toward China, viewing it as a major recipient of Japanese aid and policy tutelage. According to Masayuki Masuda of Japan’s National Institute for Defense Studies, an embezzlement scandal (of $2.6 million) in the foreign ministry in 2001 precipitated the ministry’s and, with it, the China School’s loss of influence in foreign policymaking.\(^\text{160}\) Masuda argued that when the government decided to reduce and end new low-interest loans in FY 2007 to China, ahead of the 2008 Beijing Olympics, those related foreign ministry officials lost their leverage with China. Japan’s decision was a response to criticism that China was using the assistance to expand its military. As a result, the bilateral relationship became more “securitized.” Japan had long viewed itself as the “lead goose” among the Asian “flying geese” economies since it became the first advanced economy in the region.

The current Japanese ambassador to China, Yutaka Yokoi, appointed in March 2016, is the first China School ambassador since Yuji Miyamoto six years earlier. The newspaper Sankei reported that the Japanese government has refrained from appointing China School diplomats due to objections from the LDP and the public perception that they are overly sympathetic toward China. But a more recent view is that the China School’s expertise may in fact be a much-needed asset for Tokyo, given the rising uncertainty about China.\(^\text{161}\) The group’s status is therefore ambiguous, reflecting the complicated array of views about China in Tokyo.\(^\text{162}\) This assessment is consistent with the findings from our interviews “on background” (not for attribution) with Japanese officials.

When the DPJ came to power in September 2009, the party appointed Uichiro Niwa, the former chairman of Itochu as ambassador to China. Niwa, who currently serves

as chairman of the United Front-supported Japan-China Friendship Association, was recalled to Japan in July 2012 after he apologized for criticizing Tokyo Governor Ishihara’s plan to purchase the Senkaku Islands, prompting Chinese protests against Japan.\(^\text{163}\) While Ishihara’s proposal was meant to challenge the DPJ’s pro-China policy, it ironically compelled then-prime minister Noda to nationalize the islands in an attempt to diffuse the situation.\(^\text{164}\) On September 11, 2012, the day Japan purchased the islands, Noda appointed the UK-educated Shinichi Nishimiya as the new ambassador, but he collapsed on a street in Tokyo and died at the age of 60 just five days later.\(^\text{165}\) Masato Kitera, a French specialist, was then appointed and served until the China School official Yutaka Yokoi took over in March 2016.\(^\text{166}\) Following the nationalization of the Senkakus, Noda’s already-low approval rating dropped sharply by 13 percentage points to 20 percent in late October 2012, and his call for snap elections ended with a major defeat to Abe’s LDP in December 2012.\(^\text{167}\)


3 | Responses

Lessons From Japan’s Experience

Regulations against Foreign Influence in Japan

Japanese policies to restrict foreign influence are converging with those of the West, and vice versa. Japan’s campaign environment is among the most strictly regulated in the world, with rules on the size of campaign posters, the publication of opinion polls, the number of vans used, and the times of day a rally can take place—8 a.m. to 8 p.m. at specific locations.\(^{168}\) Japan has long been one of the most insulated countries from foreign influence activities, given that Article 36 of its 1948 Political Funds Control Law strictly prohibits donations from foreign nationals, corporations, and any organization with majority foreign ownership.\(^{169}\) While foreign entities are banned from financing political advertisements, they are allowed to promote candidates or parties by a “method using a website,” such as blogs or social media but not email, according to the Public Office Election Act of 1950, amended in 2018.\(^{170}\) With recent reports of foreign election interference in the United States and elsewhere, the past few years have seen regulations limiting foreign political donations adopted in many Western democracies.\(^{171}\) Australian legislation passed in 2018 that limits foreign political contributions, with Prime Minister Turnbull later citing “disturbing reports about Chinese influence” although he denied it was aimed at any one country.\(^{172}\) Amid the Covid-19 pandemic in late March 2020, Australia also tightened rules on foreign takeovers of Australia’s strategic assets—likely with an eye toward reducing the vulnerabilities of buyouts from Chinese state-owned enterprises.


Japan has begun updating its policies to emulate a broader trend taking place throughout the industrialized world vis-à-vis national security and a rising China—a main concern for Japan. This change includes new regulations to control foreign investments (with China in mind) in industries considered critical to Japan’s national security (through a November 2019 amendment to the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act or FEFTA), and the imposition of limitations on foreign land purchases near sensitive government facilities is currently in discussion. The 2019 change to FEFTA, enforced by the finance and economy ministries, tightened scrutiny from 10 percent stake investments down to 1 percent stakes and listed 12 sensitive sectors, including arms, aircraft, and space, comprising 400 to 500 companies out of Japan’s 3,800 listed companies. The implementation of the revised FEFTA is still being worked out. Both of these measures take after initiatives in the United States, European Union, and Australia designed to increase government scrutiny of Chinese investments while limiting China’s ability to pursue industrial espionage and the impact on U.S. and European partners.

While Japan has long raised concerns internationally about China’s business practices, the passage of the 2018 Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act (FIRRMA) in the United States served as a “wake-up call” to the relative leniency of Japan’s investment regulations for safeguarding critical industries from the growing level of foreign investments it is openly courting under Abenomics. Prodded by the United States to reduce Chinese access to its sensitive technologies, Japan views the strengthening of FEFTA as a means toward demonstrating its robust industrial security capabilities, with a view toward becoming the sixth intelligence-sharing “eye” of the Five Eyes security alliance.

The law’s protectionist tendencies and cumbersome bureaucracy have been met with harsh criticism from the Japanese financial community for its potential to unravel years of hard-fought market liberalizations. Nonetheless, the Japanese government maintains

that its regulations are comparable with those of other G7 countries.\textsuperscript{181} Bowing to pressure from the United States, the Japanese government in late 2018 announced it would “effectively ban” Huawei and ZTE products from government procurement over concerns about vulnerability to spying and “backdoors.”\textsuperscript{182} According to Mike Green of Georgetown and CSIS, the Japanese government was able to block Softbank’s use of technology from its long-time supplier Huawei for its 5G rollout; in May 2019, it was announced that the Japanese company Softbank instead went with Nokia and Ericsson. The United States has urged its allies to ban Chinese equipment from their networks over security concerns; New Zealand and Australia have followed through. But Japan often takes a middle path. While Japan has not made an official decision on Huawei, it does exclude equipment with security concerns. The United Kingdom has also decided to remove Huawei equipment from its mobile network, and Taiwan already bans Chinese equipment.\textsuperscript{183}

Incidentally, Mitsubishi Electric suffered a cyberattack in early 2020 on its prototype for a high-speed missile design that it had proposed for an unsuccessful bid to the Japanese defense ministry to boost the country’s defenses against China in remote islands. The company’s China-based server was also attacked in 2019, likely by a Chinese cybercrime group.\textsuperscript{184}

Japan has recently turned its focus to regulating the foreign ownership of properties in close proximity to military, energy, and other sensitive facilities—measures that would also implicitly target Chinese investors—given the growing unease among local officials. For example, in Hokkaido, Japan’s largest prefecture and an already popular destination for Chinese tourists and vacation homeowners, China is by far the biggest foreign landowner, including vast properties that are immediately adjacent to a Japan Self-Defense Forces (SDF) base.\textsuperscript{185} Although the United States has blocked Chinese purchases of properties in close proximity to military or energy facilities under the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) and the European Commission allows EU member states to block foreign investments, Japan lacks foreign capital restrictions on land acquisitions irrespective of sensitivity and may still not even possess data on the Chinese ownership of land adjacent to SDF and nuclear facilities.\textsuperscript{186}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
While Japan seeks to strike a balance between its growing dependence on foreign investments with protections of its industrial security, it finds itself increasingly engaging in balancing behavior toward a China that continues to flout international norms. As Japan has begun to emulate Western investment security policies that seek to contain China, Western countries have also adopted aspects of Japan’s insularity in order to protect against foreign influence activities. It remains to be seen, however, how China will react to being targeted by these new barriers, if it will alter its investment strategies, and whether Japan’s new regulations will begin to mitigate the negative effects of China’s growing economic presence there.

Consolidation of Administrative Power by the Japanese Prime Minister

The growing strength of Japan’s executive branch has crowded out the vectors of Chinese influence. Abe’s second tenure as prime minister has been marked by a significant consolidation of administrative and foreign policy power in the Kantei (Prime Minister’s Office) and away from Japan’s professional and apolitical bureaucracy, such as the MOFA, where Japan’s China School resided. The result has been a weakening of influence by some pro-China bureaucrats and a strengthening of Abe’s ability to respond to China’s rise through his various policy instruments.

If the prime minister happens to be wary of foreign influence, as Abe is of China, then a stronger executive branch can facilitate resilience against that influence. Overall, Abe has taken a careful and pragmatic approach toward China. Moreover, the Japanese public had lost faith in the competence of the relatively pro-China administration: the DPJ presided from 2009 to 2012 and is associated with the mishandling of the 2011 earthquake and ensuing nuclear meltdown in Fukushima, as well as the Senkaku Island dispute. When Hatoyama came into office in 2009, Japanese sentiment toward China started to improve temporarily, but with the Senkaku Island dispute with China breaking out in September 2010, Japanese sentiment reversed and sharply declined (according to the annual Cabinet Office opinion survey, which is conducted each October). The level of deterioration of sentiment was on par with the Tiananmen crackdown in 1989.

In December 2012, Abe’s LDP won back power from the DPJ, promising a slate of economic reforms and a tougher line toward China. With the support of LDP’s ally, the New Komeito Party, Abe’s faction now commanded over two-thirds of the seats in Japan’s House of Representatives, enough to override vetoes from the upper House of Councilors. Citing the need to deliver on his economic promises (including the Trans-Pacific Partnership and his much-vaunted Abenomics reform plan), the Abe administration began a lengthy consolidation of power away from disparate Japanese ministries and toward a newly empowered Kantei. Among them, the foreign ministry was brought under particularly tight executive control; after years of tussling with the short-lived, China-friendly Hatoyama, Kan, and Noda administrations (who had tried to bring foreign policy into political alignment with the DPJ), the foreign ministry’s bureaucratic structure was hollow enough

---

for an empowered Kantei to revise ministry procedures and culture while expanding Japan’s foreign policy profile.

Abe’s choice for foreign minister, Fumio Kishida, was initially regarded as a sign that his administration would moderate Abe’s hardline election rhetoric toward China. Yet, several of Abe’s early moves put such speculation to rest. These included: creating a streamlined National Security Council (NSC) in November 2013; visiting the controversial Yasukuni Shrine and announcing a five-year defense buildup in December 2013; visiting all ASEAN countries by 2014; announcing a reinterpretation of Japan’s “collective self-defense” constitutional clause in July 2014; and waiting until November 2014 to meet Chinese leader Xi Jinping. Combined with an unprecedented 49 countries visited during his first two years in office (ostensibly to promote cooperation on naval security and cybersecurity and to champion Tokyo’s 2020 Olympic bid), Abe’s actions demonstrated his intent to run a bold, nimble, and closely-managed foreign policy portfolio.

Executive power in Japan has grown significantly under Abe. In one of the most significant reorganizations of its foreign policy apparatus since World War II, Japan established its National Security Council (NSC) in December 2013 to facilitate coordination between the prime minister, defense minister, foreign minister, and chief cabinet secretary. This coordination, through regular weekly meetings on China, for example, allows for a more “whole-of-government” approach toward China, setting a basic platform on China for the entire government. Yet a “whole-of-society” approach is not possible given defense ministry regulations against supporting research at national universities and the public’s fragile support for security issues.

The NSC’s establishment was a reaction in part to North Korea’s increased nuclear threat and China’s watershed provocations in the Senkaku Islands in 2012. Serving as the cabinet secretariat and foreign policy “control tower,” the National Security Secretariat (NSS), now with a staff of about 80, was then established in January 2014 to support the interagency NSC. In December 2013, the government adopted its first National Security Strategy, and since the Defense Program Guideline was adopted in 2004, when China was first mentioned (only twice) as a security concern, the space devoted in national security documents to challenges from Beijing has grown.

The NSC’s first head, diplomat Shotaro Yachi, the NSC pursued new defense concepts less explored by previous administrations. Yachi has strong contacts in foreign governments, including CCP Politburo member Yang Jiechi. One such concept is that of minimizing gray zones (i.e.,

In domains such as space, cyber, and contested maritime zones, the Abe administration has explored ways to deter coercive acts, primarily by China, that test the collective response of Japan and its partners without crossing major defensive red lines. In 2019, Yachi was succeeded by national police official Shigeru Kitamura as NSS head, who is bringing a larger emphasis on intelligence and economics. The appointment of Kitamura, rather than a foreign ministry official, and other lieutenants close to Abe were seen as moves by the prime minister to further consolidate power at the expense of the foreign ministry.

Also during that year, the NSS added an economic security group to address trade, infrastructure, and technology, in addition to its six other regional and functional groups. This added emphasis on economics means additional staffing of the NSS from the finance and economics ministries. A Kitamura ally, special adviser Takaya Imai, formerly of METI, has been a key figure raising economic issues as part of Japan’s security strategy. In spring 2020, Abe added a team to address the Covid-19 crisis as well as artificial intelligence and 5G wireless (amid U.S.-China technological competition) and economic security, making it seven teams altogether in the secretariat. The U.S. NSC and Commerce Department and Japan’s cabinet secretariat are setting up an economic security dialogue later in 2020 to discuss 5G mobile phone networks and civilian technology that has military uses. To protect the country’s satellites from China’s growing threats in space, Japan launched a Space Operations Squadron as part of its Air Self-Defense Force in May 2020 that will cooperate with the U.S. Space Command.

Japan’s intelligence community has become more robust than ever and relies less on the United States. This change is driven in part by technological innovation, previous intelligence failures, and changing geopolitics, specifically from threats from North Korea and a rising China—what chief cabinet secretary Yoshihide Suga calls the “drastically changing security environment.” Given its intel capabilities on China, Japan over the past year has become an effective “sixth eye” by joining up with the English-speaking “Five Eyes” intelligence-sharing alliance that comprises the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada. The United States has promoted an expanded “Five Eye Plus” framework with friendly countries to counter China’s space and cyber threats. Another new concept is the development of Japan’s strategic communications—under Abe, the government has engaged more proactively across both traditional and social media.

Buttressing all of these reforms is the Abe government’s comparative longevity. Japanese prime ministers are historically noted for their short terms, with the average term length lasting between one and two years. By August 2020, Abe’s seven-year-old administration will surpass Eisaku Sato’s nearly eight-year run; combining the span of his first and current terms, Abe is now the longest-serving Japanese prime minister in history. His consolidation of power has produced an unusual administrative certainty and personnel continuity, ingraining new policies and procedures into the professional bureaucracy. Regardless of when Abe’s term in office ends, his reordering of executive power and strategic culture may last for a generation or more.

\textit{Japan’s Global Image Game}

Finally, Japan has fought its own influence game—with China in mind. China’s concerted push to export and popularize Chinese culture has not gone unnoticed by Japan. Considered a soft power giant since at least the 1980s, the Japan has perceived a need since roughly 2010 to ensure the country’s public image remains positive. A rising and increasingly visible China, as well as the current global popularity of Korean culture, have sparked fears in government circles of Japan being eclipsed in public consciousness by its neighbors. Japan also worries about the potential related losses in terms of its prestige, academic interest, investor attention, professional and technical exchange, and strategic closeness. Japan’s strategy in the global influence game may be described as fighting fire with fire.

Japan’s response to compete in the global image game has been to promote its own virtues. After years of Japan’s foreign ministry promulgating concepts such as “Cool Japan” or “Gross National Cool” to engage in proactive nation branding, the Diet moved to formalize the effort by creating the Cool Japan Fund Inc. in 2013.\footnote{200}{“Press Conference 27 September 2005,” MOFA, press conference, September 27, 2005, https://www.mofa.go.jp/announce/press/2005/9/0927.html.} The Cool Japan Fund is a public-private fund with a threefold investment criteria: that businesses be profitable and well-run, that they align with Japanese government policy, and that they exhibit a wider influence on foreign perception of Japan. In particular, the Cool Japan Fund divides its focus between four sectors: (1) media and content, (2) food and services, (3) fashion and lifestyle, and (4) inbound tourism.

The Cool Japan Fund website lists 34 projects receiving funds, including non-Japanese businesses such as Gojek (Indonesia) and M.M. LaFleur (United States).\footnote{201}{“Investment Projects,” Cool Japan Fund, https://www.cj-fund.co.jp/en/investment/deal_list/.} However, reports in \textit{Nikkei Asian Review} in late 2017 indicated that the fund was “bleeding money” by investing in unprofitable projects, due to a lack of strategy and discipline.\footnote{202}{Yuta Saito, “Cool Japan Fund’s Big Ambitions Mostly Fall Flat,” \textit{Nikkei Asian Review}, November 6, 2017, https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Companies/Cool-Japan-Fund-s-big-ambitions-mostly-fall-flat.} Junichiro Mimaki, the director of Cool Japan Policy Division at METI, said the initiative seeks to
remind the world that Japan is more than a technology powerhouse but a cultural one as well. Mimaki noted Japan’s vulnerabilities: it needs China for its large market and tourism, and paradoxically, South Korea has done a better job at branding itself because it needs external markets. “At first with Cool Japan we wanted to sell ‘Made in Japan’ but now also ‘Made by Japan’ (in China and the United States). It’s a part of China’s growing influence,” he said, adding that export markets could not afford products made in Japan, but the policy change was mostly a branding decision. He admitted the effort, which began at the Cabinet Office, had limitations due to annual budgets, short-term thinking (lack of long-term strategy), and the “Galapagos syndrome” at Japanese firms.

Beyond direct investment, Japan has sought other ways to brand itself abroad through public diplomacy. The “Japan House” concept from the foreign ministry, meant to introduce foreign audiences to Japanese art, design, gastronomy, innovation, and technology, has been introduced in London, Los Angeles, and São Paulo. This initiative may be seen as a Japanese counterpoint to China’s CIs. A related initiative is the Foreign Ministry’s Japan Brand Program, which promotes the unique qualities of Japanese society among local audiences. In 2017, the Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO) launched the Japanese food promotion program JFOODO. At lower levels of government and society, Japanese cities, prefectures, businesses, and organizations are adept at self-branding; thousands have introduced their own unique yuru-chara, or mascots, to promote themselves on a continuous basis. Many have their own dedicated social media following and may franchise their image out to merchandising.

According to Japan expert Warren Stanislaus, Japan’s public diplomacy push is characterized by an effort to positively shape global opinion by expanding its networks with the media, think tanks, and experts, and by an effort to make Japan a global cultural leader, through such campaigns as “Cool Japan.” Stanislaus see evidence of success in Japan’s booming tourism sector and popularity of its Japan House locations. These successes are in part due to an “All Japan” coordination across ministries or “whole of government.”

Another public relations vector Japan seeks to exploit is the country’s reputation as a competent host of global events. In July 2020, Tokyo was scheduled to host the Summer Olympics (postponed to 2021) and become the first Asian city to host the Olympics twice. With 206 participating nations and 11,091 expected athletes participating, the games would be a logistical feat to pull off even before factoring in the massive spectator influx. As with all iterations of the Olympics in previous years, media attention will at least partially focus on Japan’s administration of the games and readiness for foreign audiences. At the same time, Japan will almost certainly see greater pop culture attention, reflected in media appearances and mentions. Should Tokyo Olympics 2020 prove successful in 2021, it could popularize another major global gathering in Japan—the World Expo 2025 in Osaka. Set to last for six months, the Expo is anticipated to showcase achievements from over 190 countries.

Beyond the occasional sporting event or showcase, Japan seeks foreign visitors interested in longer stays and a deeper personal and professional connection. The global jinzai (global competency) concept, which has taken root in Japanese higher education, emphasizes the growth of multiculturalism and international awareness by attracting foreign professionals and teachers to Japan. While Japan's history is replete with examples of the country adopting foreign best practices, global jinzai aims to operationalize that borrowing instinct in directions considered strategic by the government.

Ultimately, Japan's latest public diplomacy push is motivated by strategic concerns rather than solely economic ones, lending a different dynamic than previous periods of self-promotion. Japan will seek to popularize elements of its regional strategy in unprecedented ways. One major element, the Free and Open Indo Pacific (FOIP) vision, Abe's brainchild, will require public diplomacy to revitalize international alliances in an effort to constrain Chinese strategic ambition. To that end, the Japan Bank for International Cooperation is participating with the U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (DFC) and the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs on the “Blue Dot Network,” a major sustainable infrastructure development campaign across the Indo-Pacific. The initiative builds on Japan's G20 leadership to build consensus around "Principles for Quality Infrastructure Investment," according to the U.S. State Department.

The campaign, which will spread financial assistance throughout the region, is widely believed to be the Japan-U.S.-Australia "answer" to China's BRI and AIIB initiatives.207 Also in need of careful public relations attention is Japan's Self-Defense Forces, whose status as a strictly non-warfighting force will shift in coming years since the Abe government’s 2014 reinterpretation of the country’s constitution to allow Japan to come to the defense of allies who are attacked. Since then, in fall 2015 the Japanese parliament passed a set of 11 bills under the “Legislation for Peace and Security” that went into effect on March 29, 2016.208 The legislation marked a shift from a strictly defensive posture for Japan’s self-defense forces and has enabled the approval in early 2019 of the deployment of two officers to Egypt, the first SDF overseas mission not under UN command.209 Japan’s military missions and mandates have gradually been enhanced since the end of the Cold War.210 In November, a documentary on the Self-Defense Forces titled “Defending Japan” premiered at the aforementioned Japan House in Los Angeles.211 It presented


208. According to a March 29, 2016 editorial titled “Security legislation takes effect” in the Japan Times, “The legislation consists of two laws. The ‘legislation for peace and security’ amends 10 existing laws, including the SDF Law, the 1999 law on Japan’s logistical support for the U.S. forces in contingencies in areas surrounding Japan, as well as one defining Japan’s response to armed attacks. The other is the ‘international peace support law’—blanket legislation that paves the way for the dispatch of SDF troops abroad to provide logistical support of other forces engaged in missions to ‘eliminate threats to peace and security of the international community.’”


Japan’s regional security priorities in unusually direct terms; such efforts and more will be required to counteract ingrained fears of Japan’s armed forces since World War II.

As a measure of the effectiveness of these efforts, Japan enjoys a positive image not only in bilateral China-Japan polls but also in regional and global ones. Chinese opinion of Japan has mainly improved since 2013, according to GENRON NPO. In the broader region, for example, polls indicate that while Chinese influence is growing, it is perceived as an untrustworthy, revisionist power that might not do “the right thing,” according to a 2019 ISEAS study of attitudes among 1,008 elites in Southeast Asia. In the same study, Japan is seen as the most trusted and benevolent country among great powers.

Globally, the situation is much the same. A 2019 U.S. News study, in partnership with the BAV Group and the Wharton School, ranked Japan as the second best overall country and sixth best for cultural influence in the world, while China placed 16th. In terms of political power, the same U.S. News study ranked China at third and Japan at seventh. International publications call Tokyo the safest, most livable, and most reputable city in the world. Similarly, Conde Nast Traveler in 2019 includes three Japanese cities (Tokyo, Kyoto, and Osaka) among its list of best big cities, while no Chinese city made the list.

**Japan’s Covid-19 Response: Messaging and Decoupling**

As part of its response to the Covid-19 crisis, Japan continued waging its global image game—as did China. On April 7, 2020, the day the Japanese government declared a state of emergency related to Covid-19, the government approved its largest-ever stimulus package of 108 trillion yen, which is about 20 percent of Japan’s annual GDP. The emergency stimulus included funds to improve Japan’s information operations. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) was given 2.4 billion yen to improve the government’s information strategy and eliminate any anti-Japanese narrative on the pandemic. Specifically, MOFA is using AI to analyze comments on social media abroad and correct
their “wrong understandings.” MOFA has been emphasizing the importance of strategic communications to promote the “correct” understanding of Japan. In addition, the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare was also given 3.5 billion yen for the proactive public relations targeting of both domestic and overseas audience.

Prime Minister Abe had been criticized in the press and on social media for enjoying gourmet dinners with his friends almost every day in February and not spending enough time fighting the crisis. On February 25, Abe had dinner with three startup founders: two AI companies, OPTiM and Future, and a Japanese company called Lancers. Lancers connects freelancers with job opportunities. In September 2017, the Lancers website had a job posting looking for freelance writers who “support Abe Administration,” “cannot stand liberal media,” and “like Sankei Shimbun.” The offer was to pay 30 yen per comment if they posted on a community website. On April 7, 2020, right after Abe had a press conference to announce the state of emergency, numerous identical comments emerged on Twitter declaring, “Although I am scared of coronavirus, I became energized after hearing the prime minister’s voice.” Due to rising skepticism suspecting Lancers’ involvement in manipulating public opinion, Lancers ended up releasing a press release on April 8 saying the company was not responsible for such tweets.

Perhaps more importantly for China, Japan’s stimulus package also might represent the tip of the iceberg in a turning tide against China. The spending included $2.2 billion to “develop a resilient economic structure,” including 220 billion yen ($2 billion) to promote “domestic investment” (in Japan) for Japanese supply chains and 23.5 billion yen to support “diversification” supply chains. Although the Finance Ministry does not explicitly use the word “China,” this allocation is understood to be aimed at helping Japanese companies relocate their supply chains outside of China to either Japan or elsewhere, such as Southeast Asia. The prospect of foreign companies leaving China...
during an economic slowdown has created intense anxiety in Beijing. China’s state media has expressed alarm about Japan’s potential drive toward “de-Sinicization,” for example, by enticing foreign companies such as Intel and Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) to build facilities in Japan—known as “semiconductor nationalism.”\(^{228}\)

Japanese companies have long aimed to foster resilience in their supply chains by a “China Plus One” strategy that emphasizes adding redundancy to any production in China. But this government support goes further by actively supporting a “shift away from China” approach. The idea of moving domestic companies out of China has gained adherents in other capitals in the West, including in Washington, D.C., with White House officials, as it would support Trump’s “America First” motto. Abe’s top adviser, Yoshihide Suga, wants Japan to become less reliant on China as a result of the pandemic crisis.\(^ {229}\) If this shift away continues in the West, a “new Cold War” with China becomes increasingly likely.

---


229. Shunsuke Shigeta, “Abe’s right-hand man wants a Japan less reliant on China,” *Nikkei Asian Review*, April 24, 2020, [https://asia.nikkei.com/Editor-s-Picks/Interview/Abe-s-right-hand-man-wants-a-Japan-less-reliant-on-China](https://asia.nikkei.com/Editor-s-Picks/Interview/Abe-s-right-hand-man-wants-a-Japan-less-reliant-on-China).
4 | Conclusion

Japan as a Negative Case of CCP Influence

Japan represents a negative case in terms of its susceptibility to CCP influence activities. With the world now witnessing a global blowback against the party’s influence campaigns amid reactions to China’s poor handling of the Covid-19 outbreak, Japan’s resistance to foreign influence puts it ahead of the curve.230 “The world is always 20 years behind Japan,” Professor Hosoya of Keio told me. Japan is an advanced case in dealing with China’s power given its difficult 2000-year history with its neighbor.

As this report details, China has deployed in Japan both its benign influence activities—such as cultural diplomacy, bilateral exchanges, state media spin—and its sharper, more malign activities—such as coercion, information campaigns, corruption, and covert tactics. Yet for this effort, China has little to show. It has achieved none of its policy objectives with Japan: Japan has not joined the BRI; Okinawa has not declared independence from Japan; the CCP has few allies in the Japanese government; Japan has not weakened its alliance with the United States; and China is as unpopular as a country can be in the eyes of the Japanese public.

To be sure, Japan did take a mild initial approach toward China amid the Covid-19 crisis, but it also earmarked funds to help its companies exit China. The tactical détente between the two countries is fragile and may whither from pressure in Japan to “decouple” from China. While the CCP has adopted more aggressive disinformation tactics (more like Russia’s tactics) toward the United States since the pandemic crisis,231 there is no evidence it is directing these toward Japan. Moreover, the CCP may have surmised that using sharp influence tactics in Japan is not worth the effort, risk, or investment.

This report aimed to offer an explanation for China’s failure to influence Japan by looking at traits that are unique to Japan as well as policies that could be shared with other democracies. Traits that are unique to Japan include those that make it a relatively

---


closed democracy. Yet these factors narrow the space for CCP influence. Japan-specific characteristics that help it resist foreign—and in particular the CCP—influence include:

- Japan’s long history of armed conflict with China and therefore an ingrained suspicion of its neighbor;
- a history of relative economic and cultural isolation from the world;
- a politically apathetic, detached public and a homogenous, de facto single-party political environment;
- and a tightly controlled media environment, restricted access to information, and a government that rewards media loyalty with access to officials.

Efforts in Japan that could be considered in other democracies include:

- the consolidation of power in the executive branch of government (assuming the political leadership is predisposed to vigilance against foreign influence as in Japan), including a significantly empowered national security apparatus inside the administration;
- the launching of a country’s own global public relations campaigns (“fighting fire with fire”) deployed across the government including the foreign and economics ministries;
- and the enactment of regulations that minimize foreign influence, such as limiting foreign ownership of real estate (under consideration) and sensitive industries and stringent campaign finance laws and a strictly regulated political campaign environment that prevent the corrupting influence of foreign contributions.

While Japan has become more economically intertwined with China in the recent past, this report anticipates Japan will maintain and may even strengthen its resistance to CCP influence activities. That direction is indicated by the Japanese government’s decision in April 2020 to actively support Japanese companies to relocate operations outside of China, thus advancing a potential “decoupling” of the two countries. Also, due to the pandemic, Japan was forced to postpone the Tokyo Olympics and Xi’s state visit to Japan that was planned for April 2020. Moreover, anxiety about supply chain vulnerability amid the Covid-19 crisis is edging China a step closer to a new Cold War with Japan’s closest ally, the United States. These factors portend increased vigilance toward China’s influence. To maintain constructive relations with both superpowers, Japan must walk a fine line.
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